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Speeding Up VM Startup by Cooperative
VM Image Caching
Yifan Zhang , Kai Niu, Weigang Wu , Member, IEEE, Keqin Li , Fellow, IEEE, and Yu Zhou
Abstract—Virtual machine (VM) management is at the core of virtualized cloud data centers. Among others, how to reduce the startup
delay of VMs is a key issue for improving user experience and resource utility. In this paper, we study this issue by jointly considering
VM placement and VM image caching. We formulate the joint placement problem and design several joint algorithms, including both
online and offline algorithms, to speed up VM startup. In our design, we adopt the cooperative caching approach, where image cache
copies are shared among physical machines (PMs) so as to reduce image retrieval time. The key point of our algorithms lies in how to
appropriately place VM image cache among PMs so as to speed up VM startup as much as possible. The proposed algorithms are
evaluated by extensive simulations via SimGrid. The results show that our algorithms can achieve shorter startup delay in most cases,
compared with existing ones.
Index Terms—Cloud computing, data caching, data centers, resource management, VM placement
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1

INTRODUCTION

C

computing has become a major paradigm for various applications. By shifting computing load to cloud
data centers, users can significantly reduce IT cost. Especially, with virtualization technology, various computing
resources, including CPU, memory, storage and network
devices, can be shared and used in a flexible and dynamic
way, and resource utility can be improved significantly [1].
Various virtualization technologies have been proposed,
including virtual machine (VM) and Linux-based container.
VM technologies, like KVM, Xen, share the hardware
resources of a physical machine between multiple VMs by
virtualizing system resources such as CPUs, memory and
interrupts, and each VM runs its own OS. Containers, like
LXC, Docker, provide isolated user space instances while
sharing a common OS kernel.
Both VM and container have their own pros and cons,
and suit for different requirements. VM can achieve better
isolation and OS diversity, while container can achieve
higher CPU performance and easier application deployment [14], [20]. Therefore, both VM and container are major
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virtualization technologies nowadays, and they are adopted
in different scenarios.
Here, in this work, we focus on VM based virtualization.
Different levels of cloud computing services, including IaaS
(infrastructure as a service), PaaS (platform as a service) and
SaaS (software as a service), can all be realized on top of
VMs. Major public cloud platforms like Amazon EC2, RackSpace and Microsoft Azure, all adopt VM technologies to
achieve flexible resource management and high scalability.
Among others, VM placement is a key problem in VM
management, because the placement of VMs will significantly affect the resource utility of data centers [1]. To
address this problem, quite a number of algorithms have
been proposed in recent years, with various objectives and
constraints considered.
Utility of resources at physical machines (PMs), especially
CPU and memory, should be the most obvious objective [2],
[3]. Energy based placement algorithms try to reduce data
center energy consumption [4], [5]. Network communication
cost is also widely studied in VM placement, which concerns
either communication among VMs [6] or access cost from
VMs to data nodes [7]. Some researchers also consider
dependability in VM placement by tolerating VM failures
via active or standby replicas [8], [9].
Our work focuses on how to reduce VM image retrieval
cost, which is also a major objective in VM placement [10],
[11]. In typical data centers, VM disk images are stored in
special storage nodes and will be transferred to PMs
selected according to VM demand and scheduling. The size
of a VM image may range from one gigabytes to tens of gigabytes. Image transfer will obviously introduce high network traffic load and also long startup delay. To reduce
such image retrieval cost, researchers have proposed three
different approaches. The first is to place VMs on the PMs
that have similar images so as to reduce amount of data
transfer, because only the difference data need to be
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Fig. 1. The procedure of VM placement and startup.

retrieved [12]. Another approach [10] is to retrieve image
chunks from different PMs in a peer-to-peer way so as to
reduce data image transfer from storage nodes. Booting
VMs from a minimal image [13] has also been studied to
reduce VM startup delay (although network traffic load
may not be reduced by this approach).
Sometimes, VM placement is studied together with VM
migration [16], [17]. With migration, running VMs can be
re-placed to other PMs for various objectives, including
resource utility, load balancing, energy consumption etc.
In this paper, we consider how to reduce the time cost of
VM image retrieval so as to speed up the startup of VMs.
Startup delay of VMs should be a key factor that significantly affect the quality level of cloud services.
Fig. 1 shows the general procedure of starting VMs upon
the VM requests from users. Current data centers are still
suffering from a quite long VM startup delay, ranging from
several to tens of minutes [13]. Accordingly, reducing VM
startup delay will significantly improve the performance of
data centers in various aspects, including PM resource utility, user experience, etc.
The time of image retrieval takes a large part of the total
startup delay. Our approach is to reduce image retrieval time
by placing image caches appropriately among PMs in a data
center. Data caching is a widely used technique to reduce
data access cost in various scenarios and applications [18],
[19]. In this work, we propose to cache VM images at PMs and
share such caches among PMs in a cooperative way. With
such image caching, image retrieval time may be significantly
reduced because transferring image data from PMs nearby
will be much faster than from image storage nodes.
Please notice that, the caching of VM images will not
bring additional cost in communication in the point of view
of the whole system. To start a new VM, the image should
be retrieved anyway, even if there is not any caching operations. Caching is a mechanism to store the image file necessary for a new VM. Our caching method only changes the
data source (from the image depository node to multiple
computing nodes) and the total amount of communication
cost is not changed. It is different from data prefetching,
which may retrieve file in advance and may cause additional cost in network.
Although there have been a number of efforts in reducing
VM image retrieval time by making use of image caching
[13], [20], [21], [22], our work is quite different in two points.
First, we consider VM placement and VM image placement
jointly. The placement of VM itself will certainly affect the
transfer of VM image file and also the caching of image.
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Intuitively, joint placement can achieve better performance
than only image placement. Second, in our work, image
caches are shared among PMs in a cooperative way, which is
not considered in existing VM image caching designs. Sharing cache copies among different nodes can improve cache
hit ratio and further improve the utility of cache copies.
We first define the problem of joint placement of VMs
and VM images. This problem is NP-hard, so we propose
several heuristic algorithms to solve the problem. The proposed algorithms mainly differ in the mechanisms to combine the two placement parts.
To evaluate the performance of our algorithms, we conduct
extensive simulations using SimGrid, a popular simulator for
cloud and grid computing. The results show that, our VM
placement algorithms can significantly reduce VM startup
delay. Compared with existing ones (LRU and the default one
in Openstack), our algorithms can achieve an advantage as
much as 80 percent in terms of startup time reduction.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We review
existing work on VM placement in Section 2. The joint
placement problem is defined in Section 3, together with
system model. Algorithms for the joint placement problem
are presented in Section 4, and their performance is evaluated in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper and
points out possible extensions.

2

RELATED WORK

Based on objectives assumed, existing VM placement algorithms for data centers can be divided into four categories.

2.1 PM Resource Utility Based
In PM resource based VM placement, the objective is to
improve the utility of computing resources at PMs, especially CPU and memory. Content-based page sharing is a
popular approach to consolidate PM’s memory resources.
Memory Buddies [23] adopt a memory fingerprinting system to efficiently determine the sharing potential among a
set of VMs, and then compute optimal placements of VMs.
The Satori system [24] focuses on the detection of shortlived sharing opportunities. Gupta et al. [2] considered both
subpage level sharing (through page patching) and incore
memory compression so as to maximize page sharing
among VMs. Hao et al. [3] proposed a generalized methodology for online resource allocation in both traditional and
distributed cloud systems, which allocates various resources, e.g., CPU, memory, and disk, in a joint way to successfully instantiate a requested VM.
2.2 Energy Consumption Based
Energy is one of the major concerns in cloud data center
operation. Shea et al. [4] presented an empirical study on
the power consumption of typical virtualization packages
and proposed effective batching solutions to mitigate power
consumption. HARMONY [5] considers heterogeneous
characteristics of VMs and applications and dynamic capacity provisioning. It divides the workload into distinct task
classes with similar resource and performance requirements, and then dynamically adjusts the number of PMs of
each type to minimize total energy consumption and scheduling delay. Yang et al. [25] proposed an energy-efficient
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solution that collectively deals with VM placement and
communication traffic configuration. Interrelated VMs are
assigned into the same PM or the same rack so as to reduce
transmission traffic load and consequently reduce energy
consumption.

2.3

VM Communication Cost (or Data Access Delay)
Based
Studies in this category focus on how to reduce network
traffic among VMs and/or communication cost between
VMs and target data. Meng et al. [6] proposed an algorithm
to optimize traffic load among VMs based on communication distance between them. Jiang et al. [26] proposed an
online algorithm to minimize traffic load by jointly considering VM placement and routing. In [27], [28], data sets and
VMs are distributed respectively so as to reduce data access
delay. Dynamic bandwidth demand is considered in [11],
which formulates the VM consolidation into a stochastic bin
packing problem and proposed an online packing algorithm. Kuo et al. [7] proposed optimal algorithms to minimize the maximum access delay between data nodes and
assigned computation nodes, and delay among assigned
computation nodes. Li et al. [29] proposed an effective
binary-search based algorithm to achieve a tradeoff between
PM resource utility and network traffic cost.
2.4 VM Image Retrieval Cost Based
Such works try to reduce network traffic load caused by VM
image retrieval. Roughly, three approaches have been proposed to reduce VM image retrieval cost. Bazarbayev et al.
[12] studied the content similarity between different VMs in
the granularity of image blocks, and proposed to schedule
VMs with high content similarity to the same PMs so as to
reduce the amount of image data to be transferred. The
approach used by VDN [10] is quite different. Borrowing
ideas from P2P systems, VDN retrieves different VM image
blocks simultaneously from multiple PMs. Such an
approach can avoid the long distance between PM and
image storage nodes, and consequently reduce network
cost and time cost.
Nicolae et al. [20] and Razavi et al. [21], [22] considers the
observation that, a VM may need only a small part of the
whole VM image to start up or execute jobs. Then, they propose to retrieve only the necessary chunks of the image file
when starting a VM, and then copy other parts later upon
access commands. In [20], image chunks may be simply
cached at the local disk of a PM, without delicate consideration of cache placement. In [22], the authors propose to
cache the booting necessary part of an image and a special
copy of VM image is delicately created for caching. The
work in [21] is an extension of [22], which proposed to cache
all full images at each PM and the key contribution is how to
reduce storage requirement by making use of compression
and snapshots. This work is further extended in [13], by
caching only booting necessary part of all images rather
than the full images.
Different from existing VM placement or VM image caching studies, we consider the joint placement of both VMs and
VM image caches. Moreover, the image caches at PMs are
shared in a cooperative way. With these two points, our
design can achieve better performance that existing ones.

Fig. 2. Cloud data center architecture [12].

3

SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

3.1 System Model and Assumptions
Although fat-tree (as shown in Fig. 2) is widely used in data
center networks, different data centers may have quite different network topologies [6]. Therefore, we use a general
and undirected graph GðV; EÞ to represent a data center
network. Each PM in the data center is represented as a vertex in V while each weighted edge in E represents a path
between a pair of PMs.
There is a portal node in the data center network, which is
in charge of receiving VM requests from clients and computing VM placement according to the status of the network and
PMs in the data center. The portal node also acts as a monitoring node of the data center to collect state information
from all nodes in the data center. The portal node may physically consist of more than one machine in a real deployment,
but here we view them as one node for the simplicity of presentation. How to synchronize and manage such a portal
with multiple nodes is out the scope of this paper.
The data center may run different types of VMs, according
to the demands of clients. Different VMs may have different
operating systems and other system/application software, so
they require different VM images. These images are originally
stored in a specialized storage that consists of one or more
physical storage nodes and connects to the data center network. That is, the image storage is also a vertex in GðV; EÞ.
To start up a VM, the PM needs to retrieve the corresponding VM image from the image storage or other PMs.
The image can be retrieved in the granularity of chunks.
That is, a VM image can be divided into different file chunks
and these chunks can be transferred separately as in a P2P
system. To reduce startup delay, the PM may request different chunks of one image from different target nodes.
Each PM allocates a specified amount of storage space for
caching images. When a PM gets a full copy of image, it will
try to cache the image file into its cache space. Since there
may be a large number of images in a data center, the cache
space of one PM can hold only some of them.
3.2 The Problem of Joint Placement of VMs
and VM Images
The basic idea of our work is to reduce VM startup delay by
retrieving VM image chunks from cache copies. Obviously,
cache placement is the core part of our algorithm because it
determines in what extent cache copies are useful.
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TABLE 1
Notations Used in Our Work
Notations

Description

Ii
Si
R
Bij
B0ij

The VM image for VM type i.
The size of Ii .
The set of image storage nodes.
The bandwidth between a PM pair i and j.
The bandwidth resources used by other
running VM between a PM pair i and j.
The available bandwidth between a PM
pair i and j (i.e., bij ¼ Bij  B0ij ).
The set of VMs placed at PMi .
The number of the VMs at PMp using the
same image Ii .
The set of PMs that store a cache copy of Ii .
PMi ’s cache space size.
The free cache space at PMi , and si ¼ mi 
P
fkji2Ckg Sk
The resources demand of VMi
The available resources at PMi
The set of VM request to be processed.

bij
Mi
api
Ci
mi
si
Ti
ni
Q

On the other hand, VM placement, i.e., the selection of
the PM for a VM, can also affect startup delay significantly, because this placement determines the distance to
image copies.
Therefore, we include both VM placement and image
placement in problem formulation and define a joint optimization problem as follows. The notations used in our problem definition and algorithm design are listed in Table 1.
Given a general data center network represented by
graph GðV; EÞ, a set of VM types I ¼ fI1 ; I2 ; . . . ; Ic g, and a
storage pool R storing one image copy for each Ii . The size
of cache space at PMi is denoted by mi . The bandwidth
between a pair of PMs i and j is denoted by bij .
Let us denote the VM request list by Q ¼ fq1 ; q2 ; . . . ; qx g,
and the placement of VMs as a set of sets M ¼ fM1 ;
M2 ; . . . ; MjV j g, where Mi is a set of VMs placed at PMi .
Please notice that, two VMs may be of the same type, i.e.,
the same image. The number of VMs at PMp using the same
image Ii is denoted by api .
The placement of VM image cache is denoted by a set of
sets C ¼ fC1 ; C2 ; . . . ; CjV j g, where Ci is the set of PMs that
store a cache copy of Ii . Note that in our expressions,
fjji 2 Cj g means any VM image j cached on PMi .
Then, the total startup delay of VMs can be expressed as:
t ðG; M; C Þ ¼

X X
p2V i2Mp

subject to

(

api  P

Si

Ci [R bpj

(1)

P
8i 2 V; fjji2Cj g Sj  mi
P
8i 2 V; fj2Mi g Tj  aij  ni :
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chunks among image caching PMs and image storage nodes
so that all the retrieving flows will finish at the same time.
Then, the joint placement problem is defined as the
optimization to select a set M and a set C to minimize
tðG; M; CÞ:
fM; C g ¼ arg min t ðG; M; C Þ:

(2)

Following the proofs in previous works [16], [21], either
optimal placement of VMs or optimal placement of cache
copies is NP-hard, so the joint placement problem is obviously NP-hard.

4

THE PROPOSED ALGORITHMS

4.1 Overview of the Algorithms
Since the joint placement problem is NP-hard, we consider
heuristics to place VM and image caches efficiently. How to
combine the two placement parts determines the framework
of a solution algorithm. We first consider handling VM placement and image placement in a separate way. That is, the two
placement parts are handled one by one. Obviously, such a
design can work in only offline mode. Since VM placement
itself has been well studied, we can adopt existing solutions
to do VM placement. We propose two offline algorithms and
they differ in which placement should be done first.
Then, we consider handling VM placement and image
placement simultaneously. Such an approach is more complex and the algorithm can work in online mode, where the
VM requests arrive during the algorithm executing. We also
propose two online algorithms and they differ in whether
the same metric is used for the two placement parts.
No matter how two placement parts are combined, the
metric to evaluate different placement choices, especially
the image cache placement metric, is at the core of algorithm
design. Borrowing the idea of cache placement in ad hoc
networks [18], [23], we propose a new metric named time
reduction for VM image caching.
In the following of this section, we first define the placement metric and then describe the proposed offline and
online algorithms for joint VM and VM image placement.
4.2 The Placement Metric “Time Reduction”
Since our objective is to minimize the startup delay of VMs,
we try to determine the VM and image placement based on
how much startup time can be saved if different placements
of PMs and cache copies are configured. Based on the
startup time cost expressed by (1), we define the metric
“time reduction” as follows:
Definition of Time Reduction:
Dði; j; M:C Þ ¼
8
0
if i 2 Cj
>
>
<
tðG; M; C Þ  tðG; M; CCj [fig Þ
if i 2
= Cj and Sj  si
>
>
= Cj and Sj > si :
: max ðtðG; M; CÞ  tðG; M; CCj [fig;Ct fig ÞÞ if i 2
8i;t2Ci

The equation means that, with given placement of VMs
and given placement of VM images, the startup delay of all
the VMs is the sum of VM startup time at each PM. The
startup time of one VM is the time cost to retrieve the image
file from all PMs having a copy of this image and the image
storage nodes. Different image chunks may be retrieved
from different nodes. We assume an ideal assignment of the

(3)
The above definition of Dði; j; M; CÞ indicates how startup
time can be reduced when a new image cache of virtual
machine j is added to a physical machine i. More precisely, in
the first case, i has already stored a copy of j, and obviously
no more startup time is saved. In the second case, i does not
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have j’s copy and there is enough cache space left to hold j.
Then, node i will simply store the image copy into its cache
space. Otherwise, if i does not have enough free cache space, it
will delete some existing image cache copy. The victim copy is
selected by calculating the maximum time cost saved.
With the metric time reduction, we can evaluate that,
with a given VM request, which PM is the best to run the
VM and whether the image should be cached at the PM.
Therefore, we use time reduction as the heuristics to achieve
a good placement of VMs and VM images.

4.3 Description of the Proposed Algorithms
As aforementioned, we propose four algorithms. The two offline algorithms work for a known collection of VM requests.
They do VM placement and image placement in two separate
phases. They differ in what placement part is done first. Algorithm 1 places VMs to PMs first and then place image caches
based on the VM placement, while Algorithm 2 places images
first and then VMs to PMs based on the image caches.
Algorithm 1. The Offline Algorithm—Place VMs First
/Place VMs/
sort the VMs requested in descending order of size;
for (each VM request VMi )
find all PMs with enough resource for VMi ;
sort these PMs in descending order of resource left;
place VMi on the PM with most resource left;
if no PM can hold VMi , place VMi at a new PM;
endfor
/ Place Image Caches/
for (each PMi )
while (free cache space left and
new cache added in last iteration)
for(each VMj )
if ðSj  si Þ calculate Dði; j; M; CÞ;
endfor
place the VM image with the maximal D;
endwhile
endfor

Algorithm 2. The Offline Algorithm—Place Images First
/Place Images/
for (each requested VM type i)
calculate ai , the number
of cache copies of VMi :
P

Fig. 3. The flowchart of Algorithm 1.

mi

ni
i2V
ai ¼ minðjQj
 average
; jV jÞ
i2I ðSi Þ
endfor
for(each requested VM type Ii )
place ai copies of image Ii evenly among PMs;
endfor
if (enough free storage space left for more images)
fill in the free space by randomly choosing images;
endif
/ Place VMs/
for (each VM request VMi )
find all PMs with enough resource for VMi ;
for(each PMj with enough resource)
calculate tðG; MMj [fig ; CÞ;
endfor
place VMi at the PM with the minimal t;
if no PM can hold VMi , place VMi at a new PM;
endfor

The two online algorithms handle VM requests one by
one in an iterative way. In each iteration, a target PM is
selected for a given VM request and image cache is update
accordingly. The two online algorithms differ in what metrics are used for placement.

4.3.1 Algorithm 1 (offline1)—Place VMs First
As shown in pseudo code of Algorithm 1, our first algorithm places VMs to PMs first and then places image caches.
The flowchart of Algorithm 1 is shown in Fig. 3. The first
placement part is in fact a greedy bin-packing algorithm.
The second placement part is also a greedy algorithm,
which chooses image caches one by one, based on the metric
D. The work in [11] also adopts a bin-packing algorithm.
However, it focuses on bandwidth usage and takes
bandwidth constraints into consideration, while our work
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aims to reduce VM startup time. Therefore, the problem formulation is quite different. Although both use bin-packing
algorithms, different operations are adopted.
Please notice that, the bin-packing part is proposed to
minimize the number of PMs used in VM placement, so
as to achieve high resource utility. Such an objective is
different from our objective of startup delay. Can we do
VM placement with respect to VM startup delay rather
than resource utility in Algorithm 1? The answer is no.
Since Algorithm 1 separates VM placement and image
placement, and places VMs first, VM placement is done
when the image caches have not been placed yet. Then, it
is impossible to calculate the startup time at that moment.
Therefore, the performance of Algorithm 1, in terms of
VM startup time, is determined by only the second placement part.
Now, we calculate the approximation rate of Algorithm 1
in terms of VM startup time by analyzing the placement of
VM images.

placement solution for G0 by taking a union of VM
images selected by Algorithm 1 and the optimal solution:
N 00 ¼ fz1 ; z2 ; . . . ; zL g [ f1 ; 2 ; . . . ; L g
¼ fz1 ; z2 ; . . . ; zL ; 0 1 ; 0 2 ; . . . ; 0 L g
Obviously, the time reduction O0 of N 00 is greater than
or equal to the optimal time reduction O in N 0 .
Let G0l be the image placement at the end of the lth iteration in G0 . Then, we have
O  O0 ¼

Dði; zl ; M; Gl1 Þ 5 Dði; l ; M; Gl1 Þ; for each l 4 L: (4)
Let O be the optimal time reduction of N 0 , and W be
the time reduction of N. Then,
W¼

L
X

L
X

Dði; zl ; M; Gl1 Þ þ

l¼1

¼Wþ

L
X

Dði; 0 l ; M; G0 l1 Þ

l¼1
L
X

Dði; 0 l ; M; G0 l1 Þ

l¼1

Wþ

L
X

(5)
Dði; l ; M; Gl1 Þ

l¼1

ðsince 0 l ¼ 0 l ; Gl  G0 l Þ

Theorem 1. Algorithm 1 delivers a solution whose total time
reduction is at least one fourth of the optimal time reduction D.
Proof. In Algorithm 1, the decision of image cache is made
according to the metric of time reduction Dði; j; M; CÞ.
More precisely, in each iteration of Algorithm 1, the
image copy with the maximal D at that stage is selected.
The cache space of PMs is filled by images until each
PM’s cache space is exceeded by the last image tried.
Let N1 be the solution contains images cached images
selected except the “last” images and N2 be the cache
placement solution that contains only the “last” images
tried. Our Algorithm 1 can take the better one among N1
and N2 .
Let N denote the placement solution including the last
image tried for each PM: N ¼ N1 [ N2 .
Let L be the total number of PMs used by the solution
N. Please note that N may be greater than the number of
PMs really in the system.
Let Gl be the image placement at the end of the lth iteration, and zl be the images cached at PMl . Then, solution
N is represented by the set of fz1 ; z2 ; . . . ; zL g.
Similarly, let the optimal solution N 0 be
f1 ; 2 ; . . . ; L g, where l is the VM images cached by
the optimal solution at PMl . Without loss of generality,
we remove the common placement in N and N 0 . That is,
if some image is cached at the same PM by both N and
N 0 , we will remove these cache copies. Then, N and N 0
are “completely” different.
By the greedy choice of zl , we have:
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Equation (5) indicates that, the time reduction of N is at
least half of that of the optimal solution. Since the solution
N is a union of N1 and N2 , the time reduction of N1 or N2
should be at least half of that of N. Then, we can conclude
that, the time reduction of Algorithm 1 is at least one
fourth of that of the optimal solution. The theorem holds.t
u

4.3.2 Algorithm 2 (offline2)—Place Images First
The second algorithm places image caches first, and then
place VMs to PMs, as shown in the pseudo code of Algorithm 2. The flowchart of Algorithm 2 is shown in Fig. 4.
Since image caches are placed before VMs, the startup
time of VMs cannot be calculated when doing image placement. We then place image caches according to the popularity of different VM types. More precisely, the number of
image copies cached in the data center of each VM type is
determined by how frequently it is re-quested. As shown in
Algorithm 2, the total number of images copies in the data
center is estimated using the average size of VMs, and the
number of copies of each VM type is calculated by the percentage of its request in Q. Then, image copies of each VM
type are distributed evenly among PMs in the data center.
Of course, the number of image copies for each VM type
is bounded by the number of PMs, since storing more than
one copy at the same PM is not necessary. Due to such a
limit, there may be cache space left after percentage based
allocation. These spaces are filled by randomly choosing
VM images.
After image copies are placed, VMs are placed based on
the calculation the total startup time t. More precisely, for
each request VMi , candidate PMs with enough resource to
hold VMi are recognized and then the PM with the minimal
total startup time is finally chosen to place VMi .

Dði; zl ; M; Gl1 Þ:

4.3.3

l¼1
0

Now, we consider a modified data center G wherein
each PMi has a cache capacity of 2mi , i.e., twice of the
corresponding PMi in G. We construct an image

Algorithm 3 (online1)—with Two Placement
Metrics
Different from the two offline algorithms above, which
place all VMs and all image caches separately in two phases,
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Fig. 5. The flowchart of Algorithm 3.

of VMi . If the result is greater than a predefined threshold
TH, the image of VMi will be cached at PMj.
The flowchart of Algorithm 3 is shown in Fig. 5.

4.3.4

Fig. 4. The flowchart of Algorithm 2.

the online algorithms determine the PM and image cache in
one iteration of VM request handling.
The two online algorithms differ in placement metrics
used. In the first online algorithm, VM placement is done
with resource amount as the metric and image cache is placed
according to time reduction D. In the second online algorithm,
both VMs and images are placed based on the metric D.

Algorithm 4 (online2)—with One Placement
Metrics
Algorithm 4 is also an online algorithm which handles VM
placement and image cache in one iteration. Different from
Algorithm 3, Algorithm 4 conducts both placements based
on one metric, as shown in the pseudo code of Algorithm 4.
The flowchart of Algorithm 4 is shown in Fig. 6.
When a VM request arrives, the algorithm will first calculate time reduction value D by trying each possible PM, and
then place the new VM at the PM, say PMx , with the maximal D. The image of the new VM will also be added to
PMx . The possible victim cache is selected also according to
the time reduction metric D.

Algorithm 3. The Online Algorithm—with Two Metrics
/Upon receiving a request for VM type i/
place VMi on PMj with the maximal available resource;
calculate Dðj; i; M; CÞ;
if ðDðj; i; M; CÞ  THÞ // TH is a predefined threshold
remove the victim cache if any;
add a cache copy in PMj ’s storage space;
endif

As shown in pseudo code of Algorithm 3, upon the
arrival of a new request for VM type Ii , the PM for this
request is selected based on available resource left. That is,
the requested VM will be run by PMj which has the maximal resource available. Then, the algorithm calculates D,
i.e., the reduction of startup time if PMj stores a cache copy

Fig. 6. The flowchart of Algorithm 4.
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TABLE 2
Resource Requirements of VMs
Type

RAM

CPU

Percentage

M1.small
M1.medium
M1.large
M1.xlarge
M2.xlarge
M2.2xlarge
M3.medium

1.7G
3.75G
7.5G
15G
17.1G
34.2G
3.75G

1
1
2
4
2
4
1

34%
16%
27%
12%
4%
4%
3%

TABLE 3
VM Image Types
ID

Image (OS) Name

Image Size (GB)

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

Arch Linux
CentOS 5.0
CentOS 5.2
DAMP
Darwin
Debian
DesktopBSD
Fedora 7
Fedora 8
Fedora 9
FreeBSD
Gentoo
Gentoo with LAMP
Knoppix
Kubuntu
Mandriva
NAMP
OAMP
OpenSBD
OpenSolaris
OpenSUSE
PC-BSD
Slackware
Ubuntu_1
Ubuntu_2
Ubuntu_3
Ubuntu_4
Ubuntu_5
Ubuntu_6
Ubuntu_7
Ubuntu_8
Ubuntu_9
Ubuntu_10
Ubuntu_11
Ubuntu_12
Ubuntu_13
Ubuntu_14
Ubuntu_15
Ubuntu_16
Ubuntu_17
Ubuntu_18
Ubuntu_19
Ubuntu_20
Ubuntu_21
Ubuntu_22
Ubuntu_23
Ubuntu_24
Ubuntu_25
Xubuntu
Zenwalk

3.5
1.2
3.3
1.1
1.5
0.817
8.1
2.9
3.4
3.4
1.2
5.5
8.1
13
2.6
3.3
1.1
0.804
0.558
3.8
3.8
2.2
3.5
3.5
2.5
0.293
0.52
0.557
0.543
0.547
3
2.9
2.2
2.9
2.9
0.547
2.1
1.1
0.559
3.2
0.604
2.4
8.1
1.001
1.001
0.969
4.1
4.1
2.3
2.5

Fig. 7. The distribution of arrival time of independent VM requests.

Algorithm 4. The Online Algorithm–with One Metric
/Upon receiving a request for VM type i/
for (each PMj )
calculate Dðj; i; M; CÞ;
endfor
set x be PMj with the maximal Dðj; i; M; CÞ;
place VMi at PMx ;
if(PMx 2
= Ci )
if(PMx does not have free space for VMi )
remove the victim cache with the minimal D;
endif
add the image copy of Ii to PMx ;
endif

5

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

To evaluate the performance of our proposed algorithms,
we conduct simulations using SimGrid. Please notice that,
we did not use CloudSim, a popular simulator for cloud
computing and developed based on SimGrid, because SimGrid is better for examining the underlying network communication behaviors involved in image file transfer.
The evaluation focuses on the benefit brought by
image caching. We choose two VM placement algorithms
as the baseline, i.e., LRU algorithm and the default algorithm in Openstack. Although there are quite a number
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Fig. 8. The distribution of arrival time of independent VM requests in
groups (each group contains five requests).

recent works on speeding up VM placement [13], [20],
[21], [22], these works focus on what part of the image
should be cached, rather than which node should cache
the image. In fact, our proposed technique can be
applied jointly with them to achieve higher efficiency.
For cache replacement, LRU is still popularly used for
data caching, as mentioned in [10].

5.1 Simulation Setup
5.1.1 Data Center and PMs
We simulate a cloud data center with an architecture as
shown in Fig. 2. There are totally 1,728 PMs. One PM is used
as the portal node, which receives requests from clients and
conducts both VM placement and image cache placement.
Another PM is used as the storage node for VM images. The
rest 1,726 PMs are used as computing nodes that hold VMs.
The PMs are connected via a fat-tree network. All links in
the tree is 1 Gbps, each PM is equipped with 24 CPU cores
and 160 GB RAM.
5.1.2 VM Types and Images
To make our simulation convincing, we simulate different
types of VMs, according to OS types and resource sizes.
With reference to data from AmazonEC2 [31], we set
seven different sizes of VMs. VMs with different sizes will

Fig. 9. The distribution of arrival time of independent VM requests in
groups (each group contains ten requests).

require different RAM sizes and CPU capacities, and
accordingly have different processing performance. The
resource requirements of VMs are shown in Table 2.
Besides VM resource requirements, different OS images
are included in our simulations. We get these images from
VMWare [32]. Totally 50 images are used in our work, as
listed in Table 3.

5.1.3 VM Request and VM Time Duration
To start up a VM instance, a VM request consists of information of VM size type (listed in Table 2) and image type
(listed in Table 3). The VM size types are generated randomly according to a predefined distribution (listed in
Table 2). The image type is nonuniformly distributed, since
some types of images are more often used in data centers.
Without loss of generality, we set the first six images are
hot ones and takes 50 percent of all requested images, and
the other VM image types are cold ones. Each hot image is
requested with the same probability, and the same for cold
ones.
We simulate totally 11,000 VM requests for each execution. For offline algorithms, all the requests are generated in
the beginning of execution.
For online algorithms, requests arrive one by one during
the simulation execution. These requests arrive within 24
hours, and we simulate six different request arrival modes.
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TABLE 4
VM Instance Duration
Type
Short
Medium
Long

Time Duration

Percentage

5 minutes to 2 hours
2 hours to 1 day
1 day to 1 week

25%
60%
15%

Fig. 11. The startup time when requests arrive in group of five VM
requests.

long instance can run for weeks. With respect to such information and also our simulation resources, we set time duration to be five minutes to one week. The detailed
distribution of time duration is shown in Table 4.

Fig. 10. The startup time when requests arrive independently.

For IaaS services, the user requests are usually independent of each other. For the distribution of arrival time, we
set two different ones: uniform distribution and normal distribution, as shown in Fig. 7.
For SaaS services and some specific application scenarios, a service may be realized via multiple VMs. We
simulate such scenarios by letting requests arrive in
groups, where each group contains five or ten VMs, as
shown in Figs. 8 and 9. Similarly, two arrival time distribution types are considered: uniform distribution and
normal distribution.
Time duration of VM instances is also an important factor that will affect VM placement performance. According
to VM trace data from Internet and literatures, most VM
instances in a public cloud last for several hours and some

5.2 Simulation Results
As aforementioned, we simulate all our four placement
algorithms and also two baseline algorithms: LRU and the
default one in Openstack.
The startup time is measured by two parts: waiting time
and downloading time. The former refers to the time
between request arrival and the start of image downloading, while the later refers to the time cost to download VM
image for a request. The results under different arrival
modes are shown in Figs. 10, 11, and 12, respectively.
The average startup time when requests arrive independently is shown in Fig. 10. The two parts, waiting time and
image downloading time are plotted separately. Roughly,
the offline algorithms achieve shorter startup time than
online algorithms, and the Openstack algorithm achieves
the longest startup time. Offline algorithms have the overall
request information and can generate a better cache placement strategy that others, so PMs need shorter time to
download VM images. Online algorithms outperform LRU,
although the advantage is not so large. The default
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to reduce the time to start a VM. On the other hand, for the
same algorithm, a longer time is needed to start a VM. This
is because, more requests compete for the network resources, and a longer time is needed to get the image.

6

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

In this work, we study the problem of how to reduce startup
time of VMs in a cloud data center. Our approach is to
reduce the time for VM image downloading by placing
image cache copies at physical machines, and handling VM
placement and VM image placement in a joint way. By
including time delay, we define new placement metric and
design four placement algorithms, including two offline
and two online algorithms. Simulation results show the
effectiveness and efficiency of our design.
Since this is the first work (to the best of our knowledge)
focusing on VM image placement in cloud data centers,
many issues still need to be studied to get better solutions.
One possible direction is to consider different network
topologies. Although fat-tree should be the most popular
in data center networks, there are different topologies
deployed in data centers. Different topologies may cause
different startup time and new placement solutions should
be designed. Other interesting directions include VM
requests with different priorities, cache copies with different image chunks, etc.
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